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1. Prelude – Mediterranean Mythology 
The Female as Physis 
Examples in Myth: Ishtar, Aphrodite, Demeter 
Views of Hysteria 
 
2. Classical Philosophy 
Greek “One Sex” Theory 
Plato and Essentialist Views of the Female Body 
Aristotle and Gendered Views of Form and Matter 
Aristotle and Epigenetic Reproduction 
Epicurean Views of Sex 
 
3.  Medieval Views of the Feminine 
Role of Christian Revelation in the Medieval University 
Links to Classical Categories of Gender – Aristotle 
“One Sex” Theory Maintained 
Views of Witchcraft 
 
4. The Renaissance: Change … and Continuity 
Vesalius, Anatomy, and the “One Sex” Model 
Views of Nature and Natural Magic 
 
5. Science and the “Death of Nature” 
Mechanical Philosophy and Passive Matter 
Harvey and Aristotle 
Microscopy and Generation 
“The Ovary of Eve” – Ovism and Animaculism 
 
6. Enlightenment Science 
Views of Generation and Sex 
Essentialist Views of Female Mind 
Female Practitioners in Science – Links between Ideology and Opportunity 
 
7. Hysteria in the 19th Century 
Essentialist Practice in Medicine 
Charcot, Freud, and Feminine Desire 
Links to Dominant Social Views 
 
8. Gender and the Iconography of 20th Century Science 
Popular perceptions and Images: Books, Products, Film 
Visibility of Female Practitioners: 1900-1970 
Visibility of Female Practitioners: 1970-2000 
Relationships between Perception and Opportunity 
